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After living in Japan for a semester, I noticed certain tendencies considering interpersonal             
relationships patterns, specifically about Dating Apps. Which lead me to research about their             
usage. 
The main question of this thesis is not in the centre stage in the Asian Studies field of                  
research. It is an issue discussed by the media, especially the online based media. Although most                
of it is looked on with western or westernized eyes, there are many Japan-based websites and                
even YouTube channels discussing it.  
There is a concern relating to the lack of natality and the so called sexless culture. Japan                 
was a country where polygamy was natural, however, in order to appeal to the West, it                
suppressed this culture, becoming more monogamous. Although, religion and the emperor no            
longer rule the sexual lives of the people, private companies as well as the Japanese government                
sponsor a lot of matchmaking events, in an attempt to raise the number of marriages, and                
consequently the natality rate. For this purpose, the Japanese government has invested many             
million yen in dating apps and dating app like services, such as start-up companies. 
There has been a rise in the ​deai culture, which brings people online to talk to each other                  
in forums. The objective of these people is to find new friends or confidants, as well as dates.                  
Deai ​does not detain the best reputation, which might lead to a stigma towards dating apps.                
Furthermore, smartphones are the leading platform in internet access in Japan, which creates             
auspicious conditions for the rise of said apps.  
Through a simultaneous analysis of the current dating situation in Japan and online dating              
culture, it is the goal of this work to understand dating app usage by younger layers of the                  
population. For this objective, a case study was devised. It is comprised of an inquiry with 322                 
respondents. The questionnaire was circulated online as well as done in person, conducted             
mostly in university campuses.  
Dating apps are effective while online, but the end result is unpredictable due to its               
dependance on human and offline factors. The Japanese government’s funding would be better             
spent in an effort to better understand the human and cyberpsychological aspects of dating apps,               
rather than developing new ones. 
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Chapter 1 - Interpersonal relationships 
“Humans are essentially a social being (...) our ultimate happiness and despair is 
founded in relationships” - Dwyer (2014, p. 1) 
 
Romantic interpersonal relationships and the way they unravel and/or are kept are            
compelling topics. For that reason, I have decided to divide this chapter into two parts. I will start                  
by looking at interpersonal relationships and what is considered to be the norm. Then, we will                
look into the Japanese case. The norm established will be built mostly through western              
references, since I am not completely fluent in Japanese, however, I will be turning to many                
books written by native authors. Due to linguistic limitations, I consulted mostly books written              
by bilingual authors or translated texts. However, oftentimes, much can be lost in translation.  
Lastly, we will see about Japanese interpersonal relationships. It will be the goal of this               
chapter to provide the information for the reader to develop a critical mind, thus becoming able                
to interpret the results of the case study. This chapter will provide the infrastructure to better                
understand the third chapter, by introducing the specificities of Japanese society and            
interpersonal relationships and putting them against an established norm.  
 
Interpersonal Relationships - Recognizable Patterns 
Any type of relationships are essential for the human being: paternal, maternal, fraternal,             
of complicity, intimacy, etc. Intimacy implies romantic relationships, mostly of a sexual nature.             
These relationships emerge and develop differently all around the world, being it that             
correlations exist in some behaviours and divergences in others. For example, in Portugal, it is               
more common for friends of the opposite sex to touch each other or hug each other in an                  
accomplice way, yet in Japan, that is a more intimate gesture, more commonly seen in couples.                
Albeit, in both cultures, strolling down the street holding hands will usually be seen as a gesture                 
shared by a couple. These types of public demonstrations of affection, such as kissing in public,                




pp. 9-24) mentions several times the tendency for polyamorous and polygamic relationships in             
ancient Japan that proceed onwards almost until the Meiji Restoration in 1868 . Ansari (2015,              25
pp.166-167) also mentions the existence of places such as Soapland, which is a chain of massage                
parlors in Japan where naked girls massage men with their bodies, ending happily, more often               
than not. After asking Japanese girls, most of them do not consider frequenting these parlors a                
form of cheating.  
As illustrated by Applbaum (2007, p. 39) and Strowhorn (2013, p. 22), Japan is still a                
very patriarchal society, in which women are expected to cook and clean and men are expected                
to work and gain money. Most wives are frowned upon for continuing to work after giving birth                 
or even getting married. This is one of the factors that dissuades women from having babies or                 
marrying early: they want to maintain their financial independence. Not only that, maintaining             
both a family and a full-time job is not an easy feat.  
The social roles of both parties are defined to the extent that codependency settles in and                
it is harder to leave the relationship. This may be considered a type of investment, but it feels                  
more like cohabitation. There is a culture of ​amae. ​This expression comes from the verb ​amaeru,                
which, according to Doi (2005, p. 14) means “to depend and presume upon another’s              
benevolence”. This means that Japanese couples depend on each other to have a balanced life.               
More than cohabitation, it becomes a sort of codependence. 
Dwyer (2014, pg. 5) mentions the existence of collectivist societies and individualistic            
ones. Japan is a collectivist society as opposed to the individualistic societies of the West. Being                
collectivist means that the wellness and stability of the group comes before one’s own happiness,               
which changes the way interpersonal relationships work. This does not mean that Japanese             
arranged marriages are devoid of love. A study by Gupta and Singh (1982, pp.92-97) proves that                
love marriages and arranged marriages are not that different, except that the love in arranged               
marriages actually lasts longer that the one in love marriages. The amount of love in arranged                
marriages simply starts at a low level and grows exponentially, while the love in love marriages                
25 ​After the Restoration, the Japanese government was concerned that the West would still see them as uncivilized. 
With this in mind, it slowly started making poliamorous or poligamic marriages illegal, while also intensively and 
severely regulating prostitution and opening state owned brothels. 
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shows the opposite effect: it starts at a high level and eventually fades at around the 10-year                 
mark. 
Arranged marriages should not be confused with forced marriages. There are three types             
of marriages: love marriages, arranged marriages and forced marriages. Forced marriages usually            
happen to minors who have no power to choose who they marry. Arranged marriages should not                
be confused with the latter, they function more similarly to business transactions. As Applbaum              
(2007, pg. 44-45) states, there are a lot of stages to be completed and marriage only happens if                  
both consenting parties are interested in going forth with it. 
With the American influence, love marriages have become really popular in Japan.            
Therefore, young people are now trying to find a soulmate anyway they can, keeping an arranged                
marriage in their minds as a last resort. According to Retherford ​et al (1999, p. 65), the concept                  
of love marriages entered Japanese culture after the American post World War II (WWII)              
occupation. With the rise in American pop culture, young people became eager to find their               
soulmate or true love and marry them. As established by Browne (2006, pp. 13-388), it seems                
that the norm for dating would be: boy meets girl, they go on a date, if all goes well they go on                      
many dates and start a relationship. Eventually this relationship leads to a love marriage and the                
couple may produce offspring. This seems to be the norm in Japan as well, except that boy might                  
meet girl through an agency and not through kismet or destiny, and true love has very little to do                   
with it. 
 
Dating and Beyond in Modern Japan 
Japanese love is communal. This means that two people marry for the good of the               
community. This is the reason why love marriages were not popular in the times of sovereign                
love: love marriages do not necessarily serve a purpose. After the Meiji Restoration of 1868 the                
Japanese Emperor re-established all his power and thus the Japanese people regained their             
adoration towards His divinity. In her chapter on sovereign love, Ryang (2006, pp. 35-64),              26
analyzes the way in which this type of love is processed. Ryang refers significantly to WWII and                 
26 ​According to Shillony (1999, pp. 5-12) the Japanese Imperial Family had long justified their rule over the country 
through their connection to the Sun Goddess Amaterasu. It is believed that the Emperor is a manifestation of the 
divine, an intermediary between the Spiritual World and the Physical (or Human) World. 
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how men were expected to die for the Emperor, while women were supposed to bear five                
children each. Women had an indispensable role: they were to support their husband’s adoration              
for the Emperor and send their (male) children to war. At this time, according to Ryang (2006,                 
p.61) “love between two individuals for each other was not love”. Love at this time, translated to                 
love and adoration towards the Emperor, and all acts were to serve him, or in His name. 
After the defeat in the war, the Emperor’s power was questioned once again and this               
sovereign type of love lost strength, especially due to the American Occupation Period that              
lasted until 1951. According to McElwain (2017) the current Japanese constitution was put in              
place in 1947, this is when Japan officially became a constitutional monarchy. Theoretically, the              
first Prime-Minister of Japan ruled starting 1885 , during the Meiji Era, however, at this time,               27
the Emperor still held most of the power. Nowadays the Emperor is the official Head of State,                 
but holds little to no power, similarly to other constitutional monarchies, such as Spain and the                
United Kingdom, the head of state is an iconic image of the country. The current Emperor is                 
Naruhito  and the Prime-Minister is Shinzo Abe .  28 29
The current Ministry of Education in Japan is called MEXT: Ministry of Education,             
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. According to its website , it was created in 1871.              30
Frühstück (2003, p. 16) mentions that the first year of sexual education in Japan was 1992. It                 
started because of the concern about HIV and according to Ishiwata (2011, pp. 158) this is still                 
MEXT’s primary concern. The sexual education curriculum shows a bigger concern with            
protecting life, practicing safe sex and childcare, while bowing little to none with having a happy                
and fulfilling sex life. However, it has come a long way, from advertising abstinence as the                
answer. 
Ansari (2015, pp. 160-161) mentions how the Japanese might have trouble meeting            
people of the opposite sex to befriend and possibly date. This happens due to the segregatory                
27 ​According to the Prime Minister of Japan and his Cabinet website            
(​http://japan.kantei.go.jp/cabinet/0061-90_e.html​) 
28 ​Naruhito rose to the throne in 2019 after his father’s abdication. He started the Reiwa era.  
29 ​Prime-Minister Shinzo Abe was elected in 2012 and has been re-elected. He is known as the creator of                   
Abenomics ​, which are a number of austere economic policies put in place by Abe after his first rule in 2012. These                     
have brought a big improvement in Japan’s economy. 
30 ​http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/hakusho/html/others/detail/1317242.htm  
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date accompanied by their two agents there as an ice breaker, but they will eventually be left                 
alone to associate by themselves. If the date is successful, both parties might ask for more dates                 
and even each other’s personal contact information. Of course, when going on a date, both               
parties are aware that the objective is marriage.  
Because of practices like this, most Japanese people do not feel the need to date, because                
they know that when the time is right, they can find someone. Most of the times, however,                 
people choose to settle, instead of looking for something more, simply because 'it is time'. And,                
according to Applbaum (2007, pp. 46-47) it is poorly seen to be unmarried after a certain age,                 
since unmarried people can be considered a burden to society. 
Gokon ​is another way of meeting a potential future partner, which dates back to the               
1970s. This practice usually involves one or two hosts. A boy will invite his male friends and ask                  
a female friend to invite an equal number of her female friends. There are a few issues with this                   
practice. The first one is that there is no agency or offline group you can join that provides ​gokon                   
services. Secondly, most Japanese people nowadays do not have many friends from the opposite              
sex with whom to organize a ​gokon​. This practice has advantages and disadvantages: on one               
hand ​gokon ​provides the opportunity to make different gender friends; on the other hand, one               
needs to find someone with the connections to organize it in the first place.  
If blind dates have a tendency to be awkward, group blind dates can be even more so.                 
Another thing that ​gokon ​often ​lacks is a good ice breaker. Even if there are people with the                  
connections to make ​gokon ​happen, it does not always mean that they will have the social skills                 
to make several people connect at the same time. According to Kanert (2017), the meetings               
typically involve food or dinner and start off with a toast. After said toast, the participants will                 
talk a little about themselves and share a meal. If everything goes well, they might even go to                  
karaoke after dinner to know each other better. Here some divergences might occur, either              
participants don’t like each other, or two people like the same person, many awkward situations               
might occur. This can dissuade people from participating. There are also reports of sexual              
harassment during company organized ​gokon.   
Machikon ​is another form of group blind dating. It is similar to ​gokon, ​but it is organized                 
online or by companies. As Ansari (2015, pp. 165-166) has mentioned, there are ​machikon              
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parties organized by local governments or agencies. They are similar to singles mixers, where              
attendants pay a fee and attend a party at an establishment, usually a bar or restaurant, with many                  
other single people. Most of these events are organized online nowadays, which means             
attendants might not know any of the people involved in the event. These events are easier to                 
participate in than ​gokon, ​since you don’t need to have a connection to participate in. However,                
for the shy or herbivore participant they might be ineffective. 
Konkatsu, ​similarly to both ​gokon ​and ​machikon, is an organized party, but it is more               
personal than a singles mixer. This practice is more fluid and flexible as well. ​Konkatsu is                
usually organized by agencies and, according to Kuchikomi (2016), events range from organized             
parties to match-making trips. Contrary to ​gokon ​and ​machikon ​which might result in friendship              
or dating, ​konkatsu ​is more oftenly seen or referred to as “marriage hunting parties”. In the recent                 
2017 NTV television series 過保護のカホコ (romanized to ​Kahogo no Kahoko​, meaning           
Overprotected Kahoko ) Kahoko, the protagonist, goes on a few ​konkatsu ​events for the sole              33
purpose of finding a husband, but she ends up meeting with the same man twice. This suggests                 
that, even though the events have seen a recent spike, they are not being efficient. A fact that is                   
corroborated by Kuchikomi’s 2016 article, in which the author states that despite the boom of               
konkatsu, ​or match-making activity, there is no corresponding spike in marriages. 
Herbivore men or ​soushoku danshi (草食男子), which literally translates to “grass eating            
boys” are young Japanese men who focus on themselves and are believed to have no sexual                
interests or to have a passive attitude altogether when it comes to romantic relationships. These               
are men who focus on their appearance and self-grooming. According to Chen (2012, p. 283),               
the average herbivore man is content with having a lower paying job that is less demanding. It                 
would appear that these men are not very ambitious in any aspect of their love life and career,                  
instead preferring to live a comfortable and quiet life.  
Soushoku danshi present a break from the typical masculine image of the suit sporting              
Japanese salary men, who are considered the “meat eaters”. As stated by Chen (2012, p. 303)                
they spend their time and money on online games, spa days and shopping for clothes. They are                 
fashion conscious and have a style sometimes deemed feminine, wearing for example skinny             
33 It is a television series about an average overprotected child in Japan. The protagonist is 21 year-old Kahoko, who                    
is in search of a job and, eventually, a husband.  
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culture sites and women’s magazines. However, the sexless culture has little to do with it. As                
explained by Ansari (2015, p. 159), women seem frustrated by these men for not approaching               
them, but they do not seem concerned enough to approach them themselves. Moreover, in a               
series of interviews conducted by the popular Youtube channel Asian Boss, Japanese girls state              
that they would prefer a man to approach them, rather than having to do it themselves, and they                  
show a clear preference for the virile salary men type.  
Contradictorily, a high number of Japanese seem to begin their sex lives quite early.              
According to a study quoted by Ishiwata (2011, p. 158) 37.3% of boys and 45.6% of girls have                  
had sexual experiences by the last year of highschool. This seems to indicate a not so sexless                 
culture, as well as a need to start teaching safe-sex earlier. Especially since, according to another                
study quoted by Ishiwata (2011, p. 156), in 2007 1.4% of all Japanese babies have been born to                  
women 19 years old or younger.  
The problem then does not seem to be the lack of sex, but instead marriage and the                 
subsequential natality rates. There seems to be a misconnection between the wants and needs of               
the Japanese women and men. Joining a service such as ​machikon, konkatsu, omiai ​or ​gokon,               
where one knows that the other participants are also looking to date to marry might help make                 
the connection. However, not everyone is an extrovert and joins these services without a push.               
One might argue that it is easier to connect with people from an app on your smartphone before                  













Dating Apps VS Online Dating 
It is important to establish the difference between online dating and dating apps. Dating              
applications are a form of online dating, since they are processed online. The difference is that                
when talking about online dating, one can be referring to websites or email services, such as                
Match.com or OkCupid. However, when discussing dating apps, one is referring exclusively to             
the applications that one can download onto one’s smartphone, like Tinder or Bumble. 
Smartphones, the platform for dating apps, accompany us in our daily lives. That is why               
location-based dating apps seem to be so popular nowadays. These applications utilize the users’              
location data to determine the closest possible matches. Waiting at home, in front of a computer,                
to match with a person who might live hundreds of kilometers away is a thing of the past. It is                    
much more practical to instantly match with someone in the same city. Ansari (2015, pp.               
108-119) makes a good point towards this when referring to the popularity of apps like Tinder                
and Grindr. The author states that it is enjoyable to use them, denoting that one can even use                  
them while out with friends: it can feel like a video game in which everyone can participate and                  
voice their opinions towards matching candidates. 
Location based applications have gained a lot of popularity. Recently, swipe type apps             
such as Tinder and Bumble have become popular as well. This system shows the picture of a                 
candidate and then one can scroll through more pictures or read the short profile description.               
After looking at a profile, the user swipes one way to like the candidate, or another to refuse him                   
or her. These apps diminish the danger of rejection, since you are only allowed to talk to the                  
people who reciprocate your “like” in the application. The swipe element also makes the              
application more enticing to use, since it makes usage feel gamelike. Overall, it is an extremely                
user friendly system.  
According to Gottlieb ​et al (2003, p. 5), nowadays internet usage in Japan is processed               
mostly by ​i-mode​, which is a type of mobile internet that can be accessed through a smartphone                 
or a ​keitai denwa . It clearly surpasses Personal Computers’ (PC) usage. Japanese people prefer              36
to use their mobile phones or devices to surf the internet, since they are smaller, more mobile,                 
cheaper and therefore more practical than a Laptop or a PC. This provides dating apps with a big                  
36 ​Flip-phones with access to email and other online features. 
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However, the communities that Gottlieb ​et al ​(2013, p. 9) mentions the most in Japan are the                 
underground communities: feminist forums, activists, gay forums, Human Immunodefficiency         
Virus (HIV) positive forums and a lot more. According to Baudinette (2019, p. 96) online dating                
services for homosexual people (especially men), have been in place since th early 1990’s.              
Additionally, since the advent of smartphones and dating apps in the 2010’s, homosexual             
oriented dating apps have been instrumental to bringing “gay towns” to the online world, thus               40
expanding the community beyond its previously physical limits. 
The use of the internet for dating purposes has become fairly popular in Asia recently.               
Thailand for example, according to Jaruhirunsakul (2010, p.78) internet dating is amongst the             
most used methods for meeting new people in Thailand. The situation in Thailand seems to be                
similar to the one in Japan, where men are expected to pay for the usage of the app to prove their                     
financial security. There is also a slight stigma associated with it, however, as suggested by               
Jaruhirunsakul (2010, p.78), the biggest stigma seems to be the substantial sexual hunger of the               
male users. Another situation is that of China which, according to Chan (2019, p. 4), has an app                  
called Momo which innovating old ways to communicate, meet and matchmake. The situation in              
China is especially similar to the Japanese one, since both countries had the government              
somehow controlling people’s marriages and love life. Japan had the Emperor and China had              
Mao. 
Besides online activism, in Japan a lot of internet activity goes toward ​Deai ​sites. ​Deai               
sites are similar to chatrooms, in a sense that, by accessing the site, one gets to chat with people                   
who are interested in the same things, or have similar hobbies. ​Deai ​(出会) is composed by                
characters meaning out and meeting, whereby one can infer that they are sites where one can                
encounter different types of people, whom one will hopefully later meet offline. The expression              
is usually followed by the suffix ​kei ​(系) ​, deai-kei ​(出会い系), which is usually translated as               
“encounter”. The term itself has nothing to do with dating. However, since most of the sites are                 
used for that nowadays, ​deai sites are now seen as matchmaking sites. Although, it is true that                 
40 ​Neighborhoods or places where the gay community usually reunites. In Tokyo, the most well-known “gay Town” 
is in Shinjuku Ni-chōme. 
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Online dating predates dating apps. A few decades ago, one could already sign up to               
websites such as Match.com (founded in 1993) that would match you with people with the same                
interests. That is what these dating ​deai ​sites are all about. To look into them is to peek into the                    
success of dating apps, even if these are a somewhat different concept. Gottlieb ​et al (2003 p​. ​36)                  
describe a poll that is similar to the inquiry presented in the case study conducted here. The poll                  
was conducted online and answered by 300 users. In this study, it was found that 39% of users                  
had never met with anyone on the site, while 37% had met with less than three individuals. This                  
means that a large majority of the users, even if they joined to make friends, did not actually                  
make lasting offline friendships and therefore, I am assuming, did not date any of the people they                 
met online. Plus, 31% of the users reported joining online dating by mere curiosity, which means                
that, once satisfied, they probably did not continue using these sites. The study showed that only                
8% of respondents had the goal of actually meeting another person through ​deai. ​This makes               
deai an ineffective place to meet someone who you would date, since probability shows that               
people on these websites are not seriously looking for someone. We will look to see if dating                 
apps can be a better option for this purpose. 
Farrer, J., & Gavin, J. (2009, p. 409) have referred to a study conducted about Match.com                
in which it was found that a lot of people associate ​deai and online dating. This can be                  
detrimental to the reputation of dating sites and apps, causing their usage to go down. However,                
these sites and apps are still needed by the layers of the population who have no other means of                   
meeting new people. It has also shown that, typically, men initiate contact more often than               
women. This study showed some of the good aspects of online dating, such as: making the                
selection method easier; providing a better control over communication and maintaining a certain             
degree of safety and anonymity (as expressed before). Overall, it is a very flexible means of                
communication that allows one to filter one’s potential partners without fear of being judged or               
fear of face to face rejection.  
Notwithstanding, it is relevant to mention cyber dating abuse. Cyber dating refers to all              
kind of dating behaviours that take place online, whether it is meeting in dating apps, sexting or                 
just texting. The overabundance of dating apps, social networks and messagings apps have made              
it so people can be in contact with each other at all times, even with people from a foreign                   
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Chapter 3 - Case Study 
 
Objectives 
Why do people use dating apps in Japan? 
This wide and general question was broken down into two easier to answer questions.              
The main objective of this study is to understand the profile of the average user of these apps:                  
who are they? This leads to another question: are the users getting what they are looking for (be                  
it a friend, a casual relationship or a life-long partner), or not? 
Considering that this study was done only by me, there wasn’t enough capability to              
analyze the whole of the Japanese population. Therefore, the study sample was controlled by              
purposely selecting young people to answer the questionnaire. Thus, the universe in which the              
questions are answered becomes much smaller: young Japanese people. Then, can we say that              
dating apps are effective for young Japanese people? Little is written about this topic, so I                
devised a case study, in which I proceeded to circulate a questionnaire, both on and offline, to                 
student mediums. The questionnaire is in the annex below. 
 
Methodology 
A split questionnaire was devised in order to understand both the users and the non-users.               
There is of course a bigger focus on the users. The questionnaire is split so that it might be                   
possible to understand why people use dating apps and why they do not. This way, it is possible                  
to understand people’s impressions and perspectives about dating apps. It is important to             
understand this aspect, since the public opinion about a certain product might lead to a rise or fall                  
in its popularity. Japanese society in particular is very pressing on its people, and everyone tries                
to abide by the norm, which means that the Japanese public opinion about dating apps might lead                 
to an increase or decrease in their usage. Therefore, one objective of the questionnaire is to                
understand if there is a stigma associated with dating apps, as predicted in chapter 2, related to                 
deai. 
The questionnaire was answered by 322 people. The questionnaire was first circulated            















In conclusion, the average profile of the Japanese dating apps user is a 21 to 25 year-old                 
male. The average user is heterosexual, single and a student and/or part-timer. Such user is               
typically looking for a relationship, but they are satisfied with make new friends as well.  
According to another survey conducted by MMD Labo, 47.8% of women and 39% of              
men met once with a match but nothing developed. According to my own research, 36% of users                 
have never met with anyone, 22% met once and 24% met more than once, but less than five                  
times. These are still not substantial numbers, which means that, even if two users match, they                
might not pursue their relationship offline. Research suggests that, even if two people do match               
and decide to meet offline, they probably will not end up in a relationship or married since                 
smaller numbers of these kinds of activities exist. Marriage-wise only 4.7% of men and 2.4% of                
women have married after meeting through a dating app. Reports of continued dating after              
meeting are only 18.5% for women and 20.5% for men. Higher percentages (19.2% for women               
and 24.3% for men) have decided to stay friends and 26.2% for women and 23.8% for men have                  
dated but are currently broken up.  
This suggests that dating apps mostly do not fulfill their main objective, which is to have                
two people meet and date. When they do fulfill their goal, people do not always become involved                 
after meeting, and even if they do, only a very small percentage of people remain in a                 
relationship to be married. Therefore, we cannot say that dating apps are effective, especially not               
for the younger layers of the population as analyzed in my case study. Neither can we assume                 
that they fulfill their main objective, especially when considering the goal of the Japanese              
government which is having dating apps result in a higher number of marriages and subsequent               
babies. Although dating apps fulfill one of their objectives, which is to have people meet, it is                 
still only a small percentage of people who meet offline. 
In Mickleson’s (2017, pp. 29 & 56) study about Tinder a similar conclusion was reached.               
Firstly, that in New Zealand, Tinder is also the most used dating app and that young people                 
prefer dating apps to dating websites. Secondly, that a dating app is merely a tool for filtering                 
and matching. Therefore, the choice and effort to pursue a relationship will be in the hands of the                  
users, the app’s influence is limited to matching and instant message exchange. This suggests              
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that using simple and elegant apps are an international trend. It also proves that although dating                
apps are a good tool to meet people, there are still human limitations and unpredictable aspects                
surrounding their effects.  
Each way of dating that is analyzed in this dissertation has its advantages and its               
disadvantages, and dating apps are no exception. However, they have different benefits and             
drawbacks from those of their counterparts. It is easier to join a dating app, it is fairly easy to get                    
a match and no outside help is needed to schedule a date. This means that people such as the                   
shut-ins can find themselves a date. However, this does not necessarily mean that they will meet                
said date offline. Dating apps do fulfill their purpose exclusively online, it is the offline part that                 
needs a better adjustment. Meaning that, dating apps provide what they promise: matches and              
people to talk to and to schedule dates with. The problems only arise when we factor in the                  
human element: disadvantages may include divergence of objectives on one or both parties (one              
only wants a casual relationship, while other wants a lifelong partner for example), as well as the                 
difficulty or inability to schedule a date, either by lack of interest of one party or fear, for                  
example. Some of their advantages compensate for the disadvantages of their counterparts, but             
there is no certification that the matching will result in an actual relationship or marriage.               
Contrarily, in more serious methods of dating, such as ​konkatsu ​or ​machikon​, people can have a                
bigger certainty that their objectives (to marry) will match. Nevertheless, it seems like the              
Japanese apps like Pairs and Omiai can parallel to this seriousness. 
In summary, dating apps provide a more comfortable searching experience, but after a             
match there are a lot of uncertainties. These uncertainties cannot be catalogued or understood              
completely just yet. However, there are reports of more traditional methods of dating evolving to               
become online methods of dating. Such is the case of ​konkatsu​, which according to Dalton &                
Dales (2016, p. 11-16) works well online. On one hand, the online aspect facilitates joining               
konkatsu for those with a busy life. On the other hand, it seems some people take it less seriously                   
and start joining “just for fun”. In this study, Dalton & Dale (2016, p.12-16) include several                
testimonies of the online ​konkatsu ​participants. These indicate that the problem is not with the               
meeting, but with what is expected of the meeting. The men complain that women want someone                
to support them, but the women complain that men want someone who is maid-like. This               
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suggests that the problem is with the Japanese society itself: there is a misconnection between               
expectation and reality: society and government seem to maintain a patrialistic intent, while the              
people search for a more balanced, partnership-like couple life.  
Right now the situation in Japan is feeling more and more like the situation described by                
Zhang ​et al ​(2004, p. 16) about captive panda population: Pandas are not concerned with               
reproducing, especially male pandas, who prefer playing - humans have been taking care of              
panda reproduction through behavioral management and artificial inseminations. The same is           
happening in Japan: women do not want to lose their financial freedom and men are not sure that                  
they can support a whole family on their own, so they prefer to play and enjoy their freedom                  
until it is time to marry, and, when the time comes, the government, or any other entity, will take                   
care of finding one a match with whom to procreate and spend one’s life.  
The greater question is: Is it worth it for the Japanese government to keep their               
investment in matchmaking? It seems like the Japanese people might be more truthful in              
face-to-face events such as ​gokon, machikon ​and ​omiai. ​Additionally, they appear to show more              
respect for these well-established practices. There is no guarantee that after attending such events              
people will form relationships, but neither is there one for dating apps. If the investment is to                 
prove profitable, funding should be spent inciting research to fill in the gaps and contradict the                
limitations of dating apps, such as the exhaustive photo editing, as well as the untruthfulness of                
some users . Otherwise, it would be best to keep investing in more traditional types of               48
matchmaking and parties. 
The case study developed by me is, in itself, a limitation, since it was developed by one                 
person team with no funding and stunted knowledge in the field of statistics as well as                
economics. Due to the lack of time, the sample was also quite small, being comprised of only                 
322 participants. Joined with the information gathered in the MMD Labo studies, most aspects of               
dating app usage can be understood. Aspects such as which type of apps are more popular and                 
should be more developed, the limitations of dating apps as well as the target age and overall                 
target usage.  
48 ​Which, according to the studies of MMD Labo are some of the main reasons for people’s distrust and dislike for 
dating apps. 
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A longer study and research are required to better understand the limitations of dating app               
usage in order to make it efficient for the Japanese culture and government. A study such as mine                  
that analyzes its usage is important to understand the limitations. Through this dissertation it is               
clear that the situation in Japan is unique because of the way society works and the discrepancy                 
between the wants and needs of both sexes, as well as the rapidly changing gender and social                 
roles. In order to better grasp how one can be successful at attaining a relationship in Japan                 
through a dating app, a longer study, such as Mickleson’s (2017, pp. 1-87), more geared towards                
users only and dating app culture can be useful.  
In conclusion, the Japanese governments funds would be better spent on providing            
















○ A cyberculture surfaces when a group of like-minded people meet online           
in cyberspace in order to talk about a common goal or interest.            
Regardless if they do or do not proceed with group activities offline. 
2. Deai​ 出会い 
○ Composed by the character 出, meaning “to go out” or “to leave” and会,              
meaning “to meet” or to “encounter”, ​Deai means to meet someone.           
Deai-kei ​(出会い系) has a similar meaning: “type of encounter”. We talk           
about this word in an online dating context for its most well known             
associate - ​Deai-saito (出会いサイト), the last part meaning “site”, as in           
website; these are the ​Deai ​websites where people talk to each other in             
chat rooms or forums. There are also ​deai-kissa ( ​出会い喫茶), ​kissa ​is a            
short form of ​kissaten ​(喫茶店), which means something similar to a           
coffee shop or a cafeteria; these are places where people go to meet who              
they met online, or where men go to ogle (and possibly talk to) younger              
women. 
3. Godo konpa ​合​同​コンパ  
○ More commonly abbreviated and referred to as ​gokon ​(合コン), this term           
stems from two others: ​godo ( ​合​同) ​, ​meaning joint and ​konpa (​コンパ) ​,           
which is in itself an abbreviation of the english word “company”. ​Gokon             
is a form of group blind dating, where both organizing parties bring an             
equal number of friends with the intention of finding dates.  
4. Keitai denwa ​携帯電話  
○ Keitai ( ​携帯) ​literally meaning portable and ​denwa ( ​電話) meaning          
phone. A landline phone would be referred to as ​denwa ​and typically you             
would refer to your mobile phone just as ​keitai. ​For smartphones, the            
japanese adapted the word ​sumātofon (​スマートフォン), which comes        
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from the english word “smartphone” and can be shortened to ​sumaho ( ​ス           
マホ); but they can still be referred to just as ​keitai. 
 
5. Konkatsu ​婚活 
○ Composed by the characters of “spouse” (婚) and “to get” (活) or “to             
catch”, konkatsu is defined as spouse hunting. There are many ways to            
participate in ​konkatsu: ​you can join a ​konkatsu pāti ( ​婚活パーティー​)         
(pātī ​meaning party) ​or a ​konkatsu ibento (​婚活イベント) ​( ​ibento         
meaning event). To stay up to date with these events and to know when              
and where they are going to happen, you can join a ​konkatsu saito (​婚活             
サイト) ​.  
6. Miai ​見合い 
○ More often referred to as ​Omiai ( ​お見合い), with the added “o” to            
express respect. This term literally means “to see one another”, however,           
it is often as “matchmaking” or “arranged marriage”. The ​miai ​practice           
begun long ago in feudal Japan (sixteenth century). It is a matchmaking            
custom where two people are introduced by a third party who knows both             
participants. The people involved in ​omiai ​have full control over who           
they marry and are not forced into marriage, arranged marriage should           
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